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Learn the super basics of the program through. Lessons are divided into 16 very brief short videos, so you can learn at your own pace. 4 । Personal Finance, Part 1: Investing in Yourself । This novel is not only worth reading for social commentary Captive bird Maya AngelouThe sings the classic autobiography from one of America's civil rights leaders and outstanding writers, I
Know Why Captive Bird Sings tells the story of Maya Angelou (Marguerite's Anne Johnson birth) in her early years. Passionate and poignant, the novel tells the coming of Angelo's age and includes such details as insecurity with him; rape her as a little girl; After that, refuse to speak and find her voice again through literature; and her status as the first African-American to operate
a streetcar in San Francisco. This book will not only give you insight into one of America's greatest activists but will inspire you to be courageous and authentic in the face of the adversary. 20 । Lolita by Vladimir Nabokovoli One of the most controversial books of the twentieth century, Lolita is the story of a middle-aged professor Hubert Hubert, who falls in love with her precocious
twelve-year-old stepdaughter Dolores. Aca, Lolita. After her mother dies in a car accident, Humbert whisks Lolita away on a road trip where their narrative suggests he seduces her rather than the other way around. They drive across the country falling into a pattern of passion and manipulation and eventually settle in the Northeast where Humbert risks losing Lolita. Turned down
four times for publication, the book was eventually published and was met with a mixture of disdain and admiration. The bold discussion of forbidden love and desire in the book is both its strength and repulsion. This classic is not only worth a reading to take on your revolutionary love, but it's breathtaking modern prose. Featured Photo Credit: Victor Hanacek via picjumbo.com
picjumbo.com
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